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The Company provide a wealth of retail display stands that are sturdy, robust and long lasting. This
means if you have a shop and you need a small and compact stand to place drinks and other
essentials then index can supply the answer.

They have an extremely flexible design and can incorporate a multitude of products. The signature
retail display stands offer a number of individual design capabilities that will match any retail
requirement.

There are small as well as larger retail stands available and can cater to a number of designs and
branding as well as supplying smaller items such as pet food and make up.

They can also be adjusted to suit any height and the stands are very portable so that you can place
them anywhere within a shop or retail store. Index also supplies different supports and adjustable
shelves so that you can be in control of how you want your layout to appear.

Meanwhile their dump bins can feature a range of branding and advertising that can be viewed on
the product. Made from corrugated cardboard and can offer the chance to purchase platter bowls
and stand bases in any colour you wish.

These can be very striking if you want to push a product in the store and can be laid out anywhere
where you want to encourage a point of sale. The dump bins have been one of their most popular
sellers as they provide a genuine solution to promotional presentations when it comes to displaying
a product.

Some of the other features that will encourage you to investigate further include a modular design
and speedy delivery. The turnaround of a product when it comes to branding is extremely sharp.

When it comes to graphics, anything is truly possible at Index. From the base tower to the header
display, there are a wealth of options to choose from including clip strips and leaflet storage.

The platter bowls can be moulded accordingly and can be washed with the greatest of ease and
does not harm the surfaces due to their corrugated texture. Colour matching is also available to
clients ensuring you can get across your full branded message with colour coding to match.

And thanks to the distinctive shapes that are available, this will capture the clients imagination for a
point of sale or even if it is placed as a shelf aisle promotion. These promotions are some of the
most successful as it is placed carefully so that the client can see it visibly. Other types of products
and further product lines Index have to offer include poster, banner and rod displays.

For more information visit : www.indexplastics.co.uk
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Iâ€™m a market researcher and skilled writer on topics like packaging supplies, a euro slot , adhesive
hooks, wobblers, magnetic hooks etc. I recommend the website www.indexplastics.co.uk for buying
packaging supplies, a leaflet holders  etc.
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